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Novel mutations in the gene SALL4 provide further evidence for acro-renal-ocular and Okihiro syndromes being allelic entities, and extend the phenotypic spectrum

W Borozdin, M J Wright, R C M Hennekam, M C Hannibal, Y J Crow, T E Neumann, J Kohlhase


The SALL genes, similar to the Drosophila gene spalt, encode likely zinc finger transcription factors. In humans, four such genes have been identified to date. Mutations in the gene SALL1 on chromosome 16q12.1 have been associated with Townes-Brocks syndrome and related phenotypes, and mutations in the gene SALL4 have been shown to be causative in patients with Okihiro syndrome. SALL2 and SALL3 remain to be associated with human disease.

We previously reported frameshift and nonsense mutations in SALL4 in five of eight families segregating the Okihiro syndrome phenotype. A further report identified two frameshift mutations and one nonsense mutation in three affected kindreds, including the family reported by Okihiro et al. In a recent study of patients with a clinical diagnosis of Holt-Oram syndrome, one additional frameshift mutation and an unclear missense change were reported from a family who turned out to have Okihiro syndrome rather than Holt-Oram. Furthermore, we reported one previously identified and three novel SALL4 mutations in patients originally diagnosed as having either Holt-Oram syndrome (later revised to Okihiro syndrome based on the observation of a Duane anomaly in at least one of the affected family members in each family), acro-renal-ocular syndrome, or Holt-Oram syndrome versus thalidomide embryopathy. While our findings suggested that acro-renal-ocular syndrome and Okihiro syndrome are allelic, evidence so far has come only from one family in which no gross structural eye defects were seen. In order to further substantiate our findings we sought to perform mutation analysis in additional patients diagnosed with acro-renal-ocular syndrome, especially those who presented with structural eye defects. We were also interested in extending our studies to further patients with Okihiro syndrome in order to allow a genotype–phenotype correlation. Here we report five novel SALL4 mutations in five unrelated families, three nonsense and two frameshift mutations. Previous clinical diagnosis was Holt-Oram syndrome, Okihiro syndrome, or Townes-Brocks syndrome, in each of three families, and acro-renal-ocular syndrome in a further two families.

METHODS

Patients
Venous blood was collected from patients and unaffected relatives after obtaining their informed consent.

Genetic analysis
Genomic DNA was prepared from peripheral lymphocytes by routine procedures. Mutation analysis of SALL4 exons 1–4 (complete coding region) was performed as described. Mutations were confirmed by a second, independent PCR, and direct sequencing of amplicons. In one family, the exact mutation was not readable from the direct sequencing electropherogram, although an overlap of two different alleles was visible. Therefore, the PCR product was subcloned into pGEM-T (Promega), and plasmids from three different bacterial colonies were sequenced, all harbouring the mutated allele.

CASE REPORTS

In family 1, the affected child (fig 1A, II.1; fig 3B–D) presented with anal stenosis, tetralogy of Fallot, sacrovertebral fusion, and bilateral radial ray abnormalities with complete absence of the left radius/thumb and hypoplasia of the right thumb. Both ears were mildly dysplastic. Bilateral talipes were seen. Renal ultrasound was normal. His father has bilateral triphalangic thumbs (fig 3A). Primary diagnosis was VACTERL (vertebral, anal, cardiac, renal, and limb anomalies present) versus Townes-Brocks syndrome.

In family 2 of Kosovo origin (fig 1B), five members were diagnosed as being affected with Holt-Oram syndrome. Any consanguinity was denied. DNA was available only from the index patient (II.2). This patient (fig 3E and F) is a 39 year old man who shows malformations of all four limbs: mesomelic shortening of the forearms (left more than right), incomplete extension of the left elbow, radial deviation of both hands (left more than right), absence of the left thumb, a hypoplastic right thumb, contractures of fingers II, IV, and V on the right, on the left side a shortened lower leg (~4 cm) with syndactyly II/III and III/IV of toes, and bilateral club

Key points

- Okihiro syndrome results from mutations in the gene SALL4 on chromosome 20q13.13–13.2. Previously, 13 different mutations have been found in patients with Okihiro syndrome as well as in patients with a primary diagnosis of Holt-Oram syndrome, acro-renal-ocular syndrome, or thalidomide embryopathy.
- Patients diagnosed with acro-renal-ocular syndrome show markedly different involvement of the eye, ranging from Duane anomaly to structural eye defects.
- We report five novel SALL4 mutations in five unrelated families, among them a family previously reported as exhibiting acro-renal-ocular syndrome with the index patient showing structural eye defects but no Duane anomaly. This provides further proof that Okihiro and acro-renal-ocular syndromes are allelic conditions.
- SALL4 mutations can also be associated with severe heart defects, that is, tetralogy of Fallot. Our results therefore extend the phenotypic spectrum of SALL4 mutations.
feet. X-ray examinations were refused. He suffers from renal
disease (unspecified) but a heart defect could be excluded.
On ophthalmologic examination eye movements were nor-
mal. His son (III.1) was delivered after uneventful pregnancy.
At birth a large perimembranous VSD, a dextro-position of
the left kidney, and radial deviation of both hands were
noted. Up to the current age of 5 years growth parameters
(length, weight, head circumference) were normal. Repeated
ophthalmologic examinations excluded a Duane anomaly.
Both subjects (II.2 and III.1) were clinically examined by one
of the authors. The mother of II.2 was reported to have
bilateral shortening of the forearms, radial deviation of both
hands, and bilateral hypoplastic thumbs. No heart defect is
known. Her second son (II.3) has radial deviation of both
hands, but apparently no other major malformations. His
daughter (III.2) was reported to have unilateral shortening of
one forearm and a radial deviation of both hands. No
heart defect or eye movement abnormality is known.

Family 3 (fig 1C) was reported as an example of acro-renal-
ocular syndrome.12 The index patient presented with thumb
aplasia on the left and hypoplasia on the right hand, crossed
renal dystopia, cataract, iris coloboma, left chorioidal
coloboma involving the optical nerve, strabismus, nystagmus,
bilateral microphthalmia, and microcornea. His mother
showed only hypoplasia of the left thumb, whereas the sister
had severe upper limb malformations with aplasia of both

---

Figure 1  Novel SALL4 mutations identified in five families. For phenotypic features see table 1 and fig 3. (A) Mutation c.496C>T found in the index
patient II.1 and his father II.2. Primary diagnosis was VACTERL versus Townes-Brocks syndrome. (B) Family 2, showing c.899–900delCTinsG mutation
in the only available family member II.2. Primary diagnosis was Holt-Oram syndrome. The electropherogram of the mutation is derived from
sequencing of the subcloned SALL4 fragment, therefore heterozygosity is not visible here. (C) Family 3, reported as an example of acro-renal-ocular
syndrome.12 The c.2477delC mutation was found in the index patient II.4 (the only family member available). (D) Family 4, demonstrating c.2491C>T
nonsense mutation associating with the affected phenotype. Primary diagnosis was Okihiro syndrome. (E) Family 5, demonstrating c.2665G>T
nonsense mutation segregating with the affected phenotype. Primary diagnosis was Holt-Oram syndrome versus acro-renal-ocular syndrome.
RESULTS

SALL4 mutation analysis was carried out in one patient (family 1, figs 1 and 3) in whom VACTERL association was considered as one primary diagnosis. Due to the presence of limb anomalies and anal stenosis and the observation of bilateral triphalangeal thumbs in the father, Townes-Brocks syndrome was the other primary diagnosis. The absence of the left radius however was considered as an exclusion criterion for SALL1 analysis since such malformations have never been observed with SALL1 mutations (Kohlhase, unpublished results). SALL4 analysis revealed the nonsense mutation c.496C>T (Q166X; exon 2) in the index patient and the father (fig 1A).

In family 2 (figs 1 and 3), a couple presented to genetic counselling during pregnancy after previous birth of a child diagnosed with Holt-Oram syndrome, based on the presence of typical radial malformations and a VSD. Family history (see case reports) revealed dominant inheritance of the condition with the father of the child, his mother, brother, and niece being similarly affected with radial malformations. SALL4 analysis was considered based on the presence of a kidney position anomaly, thought to be distinctive for SALL4 mutations as opposed to TBX5 mutations. For analysis a sample was only available from the father of the boy. Direct sequencing suggested a heterozygous frameshift mutation, which was confirmed by sequencing of subcloned PCR fragments to be c.899–900delCTinsG (exon 2; fig 1B).

Family 3 (fig 1) has been reported as a classical example of Okihiro syndrome. In this family, a mother and two of her adult children are affected with radial anomalies of the upper limbs as well as eye anomalies of different severity. Notably, none of the affected persons has a Duane anomaly. In the patient with the most severe eye malformations, SALL4 analysis detected the mutation c.496C>T (Q166X; exon 2) in a heterozygous state (fig 1C). Unfortunately, further family members were not available for study.

In family 4, a patient with sporadic Okihiro syndrome sought DNA analysis to confirm the clinical diagnosis (fig 1D). He was found to carry the heterozygous mutation c.899–900delCTinsG (exon 2). The parents were not available for examination.

Finally, SALL4 mutation analysis was performed in family 5 (figs 1 and 3). Here, mother and daughter were initially diagnosed as having Holt-Oram syndrome but the diagnosis was changed to acro-renal-ocular syndrome based on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Phenotypic features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AR, absent radius/radii; AT, absent thumb(s); Bil., bilateral; DA, Duane anomaly; EAM, external auditory meatus; HPL, hypoplasia; HPLT, hypoplasia of thumb(s); L, left; N, normal; NR, no abnormality reported; Nyst., nystagmus; Pos., position; R, right; Strab., strabismus; TOF, tetralogy of Fallot; VSD, ventricular septal defect.
observation of kidney anomalies. Here, we found the heterozygous mutation 2665G>T (E889X; exon 3) in the mother and the daughter but not in the unaffected father (fig 1E).

DISCUSSION
In this report we present five novel SALL4 mutations (figs 1 and 2), adding to a total of 17 clearly disease causing SALL4 mutations. The V752M "mutation" is not included here as a true mutation because Valine 754 (the wrong designation V752M should be corrected to V754M (c.2260G>A) according to the SALL4 cDNA sequence) is not conserved between mouse Sall4 and human SALL4, and the authors could not demonstrate segregation with the phenotype. Of the 17 mutations, 13 are located within exon 2, and four in exon 3 (fig 2). No mutation has been found elsewhere in the gene so far. Interestingly, the mutations seem rather evenly distributed over the gene, in contrast to the situation of SALL1 mutations in Townes-Brocks syndrome. Here, about 75% of mutations have been found in a hotspot region between the coding sequences for the aminoterminal C2HC zinc finger and the most aminoterminal double zinc finger domain. While this peculiar hotspot has led to the idea and proof in a mouse model that SALL1 mutations might have a dominant-negative effect rather than leading to SALL1 haploinsufficiency as initially assumed, it remains to be shown if the rather homogeneous distribution reflects a different pathogenetic action of SALL4 mutations.

Our results further support the suggestion that acro-renal-ocular syndrome and Okihiro syndrome are allelic diseases. Here we show that a typical SALL4 frameshift mutation (c.2477delC) most likely causes the phenotype of limb, eye, and renal anomalies in one of the few families reported to delineate the syndrome. Although we could not analyse more affected family members, there is no doubt that this deleterious mutation is responsible for the limb and kidney anomalies. It would however have been interesting to rule out the postaxial polydactyly in some otherwise unaffected family members being unrelated to the SALL4 mutation. Importantly, the patient analysed is to our knowledge the only patient with acro-renal-ocular syndrome and Okihiro syndrome who has kidney abnormalities but no structural eye defects. Out data presented here suggest that acro-renal-ocular syndrome and Okihiro syndrome are truly allelic in most instances. If a Duane anomaly is present in both patients of family 5, who also have kidney anomalies but no structural eye defects.

![Figure 2](image-url) Schematic representation of the SALL4 gene/protein and localisation of all mutations identified. Zinc finger motifs are shown as oval symbols. Mutations reported in this paper are shown in bold, and previously identified mutations in plain font. The black box represents the conserved Glu-rich domain thought to mediate interaction with other SALL proteins. Note that the mutations are distributed over exons 2 and 3.

![Figure 3](image-url) Phenotypic features of patients. (A) Bilateral triphalangeal thumbs of the father in family 1. (B-D) Pictures of his son, showing a mildly dysplastic right ear (B) with a somewhat "turned over" superior helix (left ear similar, not shown), radial deviation of left hand with aplasia of thumb (right thumb hypoplastic) and radius on this side, and (D) talipes of the left foot (also on the right side). (E) Hand malformations of patient II.2 (family 2) with radial deviation of the hand and aplasia of thumb and radius on the left, and hypoplastic thumb with contractures of fingers II, IV, and V on the right side. (F) Foot and lower leg malformations of the same man with bilateral club foot and shortening of the left leg. Note partial syndactyly II/III and III/IV. (G) Hand malformations of patient II.1 (family 5) include radial deviation of the left hand with aplasia of thumb with hypoplasia of radius and ulna on the left, and hypoplastic thumb on the right side, while her mother I.1 (H) has aplasia of the right thumb with ipsilateral hypoplasia of radius and ulna, and a hypoplastic left thumb.
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anomaly is accepted as part of acro-renal-ocular syndrome. It seems that most patients with SALL4 mutations could carry either this diagnosis or a diagnosis Okihiro syndrome. Our own observations suggest that position anomalies of the kidneys are quite common with SALL4 mutations, and it seems that they are often overlooked or have been so in the past when a diagnosis of Holt-Oram syndrome seemed evident from observation of typical limb anomalies. Apart from this, our data from family 1, 2, and 3 further suggest that Duane anomaly is not always present with SALL4 mutations. Therefore, if Holt-Oram syndrome is considered as a diagnosis in a child, we strongly recommend renal ultrasound in addition to an ophthalmological examination in order to rule out a disease caused by SALL4 mutations. Our data also show that some patients diagnosed with VACTERL association might suffer from Okihiro syndrome instead. Our impression is that the absence/presence of tracheo-oesophageal malformations might be the crucial criterion to differentiate between the two entities.

New phenotypic features were also observed in the patients reported here. Most notably, the index patient in family 1 has a severe heart defect (tetralogy of Fallot). Although more data are required to investigate if this is a rare event, the severity of a heart defect does not seem a good criterion to differentiate between Holt-Oram and Okihiro syndromes. Two patients, one of family 1 and one of family 2, showed bilateral club feet/talipes at birth, and the patient in family 1 has sacrovertebral fusion. The patient of family 4 has slit-like external ear canals and bilateral epicanthic folds, confirming previous assumptions that anomalies of the face and the auditory ducts are true manifestations of SALL4 mutations. In general, it appears that quite a few phenotypic features are occasional consequences of SALL4 mutations. Results from studies of further families as well as careful clinical examination of all affected family members within a given family is required to obtain a more objective picture of the occurrence rates of the phenotypic manifestations of SALL4 mutations reported so far.

In summary, our findings suggest that acro-renal-ocular and Okihiro syndrome are both part of a phenotypic spectrum caused by SALL4 mutations and may be indistinguishable in most instances since renal anomalies are often found in patients with Okihiro syndrome. Severe structural eye defects might also be caused by SALL4 mutations but results from further patients similarly affected are required to confirm this hypothesis.

Together with this report, in total 17 different SALL4 mutations have been described. These are two small insertions (c.940–941insC, c.614–615ins4), six deletions (c.326delC, c.842delIG, c.1953delG, c.2452delIG, c.2477delC), one deletion/insertion (c.899–900delCTinsG) and eight nonsense mutations (c.496C>T, c.2491C>T, c.2593C>T, c.2599C>T). Although we have described five novel mutations it is not possible at the present time to correlate the severity of the phenotype with mutation position, the strongest argument being that the mutation c.2593C>T may cause either a mild or a severe phenotype.
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